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pose an added risk but may find higher return. Kate mentioned the differentiating factor
of their fund is the size and the ability to fund higher cost properties that smaller funds
cannot acquire.
After both presentations, Jon Breth discussed the issue of liquidity and noted that JP
Morgan was a more aggressive investor with a higher leverage and more exposure to
bigger markets. He noted Principal’s increased interest in medical office space and that
Clarion has started to take advantage of the same type of space, while JP Morgan has
not. Mark Graffeo stated that both funds had approximately the same return/dividend
even with different investment strategies. He commented on Principal’s diversification
with 75% of stabilized core properties and 25% value add, while JP Morgan is a 50/50
split between stabilized and value add.
Attorney Rebecca Wisbar commented that after reviewing both contracts she noted the
management fees and that Principal is not a trust fund whereas JP Morgan is a trust fund
and with an increased fiduciary duty. She stated that both contracts have issues that
would have to be addressed in a side letter agreement.
Debbie Hudnall asked AndCo for their recommendation. Jon Breth stated that their
recommendation would be Principal as it compliments Clarion’s current strategy. He
noted the need for the side letter agreement. He noted the structure of netting fees
against dividends and said that neither fund was brand new and there is a track record of
working with the manager to address concerns. Rebecca noted the need for additional
fiduciary language.
After further discussion, a motion was made by Lynn Jones to add the Principal Enhanced
Property Fund and authorize Debbie Hudnall, Executive Director to execute the
appropriate documentation. The motion was seconded by Mark Graffeo. MOTION
CARRIED.
Introduction to Orleans Capital Management – Jon Breth introduced Gary Welch and
Emily Becker. Emily provided information on the woman-owned firm for over 29 years
and $1.5 billion assets under management in fixed income. Their strategy has not
changed since inception. She further commented on the performance versus the
benchmark and current market conditions.
Jon Breth stated that the Investment Committee had received a draft of the agreement
and that Orleans has accepted the provisions of the contract. Ando recommends
liquidating State Street and funding Orleans Capital Management within the fixed asset
allocation.
There was further discussion regarding an impending recession and the difficulty of asset
allocation timing with the recession timeline. He commented on the Clerks portfolio
working on changes to lessen volatility within the portfolio and not taking an undue risk.
After discussion, a motion was made by Rick Arceneaux to liquidate the SSGA Bond
Index Fund and execute contract and fund Orleans Capital Management. The motion
was seconded by Steve Andrews. MOTION CARRIED.

